The progressive arguments Christine made for women in her time are ones that are still being made today-to see past gender and focus rather on the value inherent in being human.
I found her words profoundly moving as she beckoned me to write.
INTRODUCTION: THE BOOK OF THE CITY OF LADIES
Christine de Pizan was a prolific author in France during the middle ages. Her literary achievements and boldness of thought make her a significant woman of her time-as well as one in women's history. Born into an aristocratic Venetian family, Christine de Pizan (1364-1431) was encouraged by her father, a court astrologer to King Charles V, to seek an education. When later widowed with two children at the age of twenty-five, de Pizan used her writing to provide for her family.
1 She authored works of popular literature and more than three hundred love ballads. In short, the city represents not just the text, but the mental process that creates the text-the integration of personal memory (identity) into social memory (history). By the end of the defense, then, the city represents not just the female gender and universal history but the participation of both in the narrator's self-identification. 4 The three ladies had, in the end, succeeded in helping Christine find her way again, once more reassured of her convictions and her sense of self-worth. Writing as all four characters, Christine represented not only her own voice, but also the voice of many women. During Christine's lifetime, books in Europe were produced in manuscript copies, as singular hand-written 'publications.' Thusly for this progressive work, authored by a woman and essentially slanderous towards several prominent male authors, its survival is incredible.
Even more astonishingly, a copy of the manuscript text The Book of the City of Ladies,
produced under the supervision of Christine de Pizan herself, has survived and is housed in the British Library. The manuscript's survival can largely be credited to the high-end quality of production and the distinguished status of the commissioner. by measure of vanity by measure of legitimacy Vanity being that of judgment based on physical appearances, with more value placed on those deemed beautiful. Legitimacy being that of a woman's inherent need to justify her worth and purpose in work, in life, and as unmarried and as childless. Christine urges the questioner to remember she has the power to give voice to these issues, to "take the pick of your own understanding and dig."
Part II: Evaluation shifts to a monologue as the questioner re-examines where she is now that the only identity she knew has shifted, her foundation has been shaken, and the parameters begin to reform:
this place where I barely am on the edge of invisibilityan existence apologetic.
She looks to Christine to call her back out of the darkness that has consumed her; to remind her of the woman she used to be-strong, grounded, and present.
In Part III: Decision, Christine reminds the woman who she is, who she has always been, and who she will become again-through the ashes of her own grief. Christine's words push her forward and send her on her way, reassuring that "the light from her will never go out".
The imagery for by measure of is abstract and atmospheric, providing a placeless space for a conversation between the two women to occur. The color and patterning of these pages consist of Japanese suminagashi marbling and embroidery that transition throughout Again, the voice of the questioner resides in the lower quadrants of the page.
Throughout the book, the pages feature an additional narrative element of embroidery.
Using the running stitch and variegated hand-dyed silk thread, the stitches follow the edges of the suminagashi shapes. The running stitch creates a dashed outline, rather than fully enclosing the shape, as though the true form has yet to be decided. These stitches both define the shapes of edges on one side and define nothing on the reverse. The sewing tries to make sense and find order when there is none. The stitches also speak to the tradition of embroidery as a domestic practice for women. Both The Book of the City of Ladies and by measure of simultaneously embrace and reject ideas of femininity and traditional female roles.
Through embracing the traditional practice of needlework in by measure of, the slow and meditative act of sewing allowed me the space to think of the edges defining my own identity as a woman. 
